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Harl: Considerations in Incorporating Farm Businesses

CONSIDERATIONS IN INCORPORATING
FARM BUSINESSES
NEIL E. HARL*

The owner-operated family farm has long been an articulated and
generally accepted ideal of farm people.1 Although this ideal has
2
never been completely attained with respect to land ownership,
farming has clearly been dominated by the sole proprietorship form
of business organization with the farm business owned and managed
by the farm family. 3 Increased attention has been given in recent
years to examination of alternative tenure-business organizational
forms for farm firms, particularly the corporation. 4 Although the
*B.S. Iowa State University; J.D. 1961, State University of Iowa; Professor of
Economics, Iowa State University; Member of the Iowa Bar.
1. See U.S. DES'T OF AGRICULTURE, TECH. BULL. No 1217, THE TENURE STATUS
OF FARMwORERS IN THE UNITED STATES 33 (1960). The Jeffersonian view that a
nation of small landholding farmers was essential to enlightened self-government
and therefore individual freedom and democracy has been central to tenure policy
since Colonial times. See generally Brewster, The Relevance of the Jeffersonian
Dream Today, in LAND USE POLICY AND PROBLEMS IN THE UNITED STATES 86 (Ottoson ed. 1963).

2. A substantial proportion of farmers in recent years has leased part or all of
the land operated. Nationally, approximately 57% of the farms were operated by
full owners in 1959. Part-owners operated 22Y2% and full tenants most of the
remainder. 2 U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE 1008-10 (1959).

Some evidence indicates that the proportion of owners of farm land who farm has
been decreasing in recent years. In Iowa, about half of the landowners were
farmers in 1958 compared with almost 2/3 of the owners who were farmers in
1946. During the same period, land owners in business and professional occupations increased from 8 3/10 to 18 3/10% of all farm landowners. See Strohbehn &
Timmons, Ownership of Iowa's Farmland, Iowa State University Agricultural &
Home Economics Experiment Station, Research Bull. No. 489, at 13-14 (1960).
3. The precise number of farms operated as partnerships, corporations, or trusts
is unknown inasmuch as the Census of Agriculture does not presently enumerate
farms by method of organization.

4. See University of Iowa Agricultural Law Center, Monograph No. 2, Family
Farm Corporations (Harris & Hines eds. 1963); Harl, Identification and Measurement of Selected Legal-Economic Effects of the Corporate Form of Business Organization Upon a Small, Closely-Held Firm (1965) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation
in Iowa State University Library); Hubbard & Blanch, The Farm-Ranch Corporation-A Tool for Financial Planning and Management, Oregon State University
Agricultural Experiment Station, Station Bull. No. 576 (1961); Krausz & Mann,
Corporations in the Farm Business, University of Ill. Extension Service in Agriculture &Home Economics, Circular 797 (rev. 1960); O'Byrne, Krausz, Harl & Jurgenson, The Farm Corporation, North Central Regional Extension Publication No. 11,
Iowa State University Pamphlet No. 273 (1960); Eckbardt, Family Farm Corporations, 1960 Wis. L. REv. 555; HarI, Public Policy Aspects of Farm Incorporation, 20
Bus. LAw. 933 (1965); Harl, The Farm-Ranch Corporation-Business Organization-
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number of farm corporations remains relatively small, 5 the rate of
farm incorporation in at least one state appears to have increased since
1957.6 Whether the corporation will continue to displace other forms
of farm business organization depends heavily upon the advantages

to be gained and the disadvantages incurred by farm incorporation.
Inasmuch as both the usual advantages and disadvantages of farm
incorporation may be effectively increased or diminished in magnitude by the public policy manifestation of statutory change, the future
organizational pattern of agriculture is dependent to a considerable
7
extent upon articulated public policy.
In this article, the principal advantages and disadvantages of farm
incorporation are discussed in light of the current use being made of
the corporation in agriculture. Attention is then directed to long-term
financing problems of farm firms and the agricultural industry and the
likely effects of the farm corporation thereon.

al Form of the Future, 43 NEB. L. REv. 365 (1964), Note, Incorporating Farm
Business, (pts. 1-2), 43 MINN. L. REv. 305, 782 (1959).
5. Based upon available income tax data, it is likely that the number of farm
corporations does not exceed 15,000 annually. See Harl, Public Policy Aspects of
Farm Incorporation, 20 Bus. LAW. 933, n.l (1965).
6. See Harl, Selected Aspects of Employee Status in Small Corporations, 13
KAN. L. REv. 23, 55, n.220 (1964).
7. Several states impose restraints specifically on farm incorporation. Kansas,
until 1965, provided that corporations could not be formed to, nor could foreign
corporations receive permission to, engage in the business of "producing, planting,
raising, harvesting or gathering wheat, corn, barley, oats, rye or potatoes or the
milking of cows for dairy purposes." See KAN. STAT. ANN. §17-202a (1964). Kansas
Senate Bill No. 226, enacted in 1965, relaxes the prohibition if the corporation has
no more than ten shareholders who are individuals, guardians, conservators, executors, administrators, or trustees under trust instruments whereby individuals or
classes of individuals are the principal beneficiaries; and if all incorporators are
residents of the state of Kansas. Moreover, a corporation operating for one of the
otherwise-prohibited purposes cannot, directly or indirectly, manage, own, or
supervise more than 5,000 acres of land; and none of the shareholders may own
stock in another corporation authorized to engage in one of the prohibited activities. Grain sorghums are added by the 1965 amendment to the list of products
that could not be produced by corporations under prior law, and that can be
produced under the 1965 amendment only if the necessary conditions are met.
MINN. STAT. §500.22 (3) (1961) (corporations engaged in farming operations cannot
acquire more than 5,000 acres of land); N.D. CENT. CODE §10-06-01 (1960) (all corporations whether foreign or domestic prohibited from engaging in farming). See
OKLA. CONST. art. XXII, §2 (corporations cannot own real estate outside cities and
towns except such as shall be necessary and proper for carrying on the "business
for which it was chartered"); TEx. Bus. CORP. AcT. art. 2.01 (B) (3) (1956) (corporation cannot combine cattle raising and meat packing); W. VA. CODE ANN. §930
(1955) (tax of five cents per acre imposed on corporate landholdings over 10,000
acres).
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CURRENT USE OF THE CoRPoRATE FoRM

Recent interest in farm incorporation centers around the small,
'closely-held corporation having few shareholders, relatively low
capitalization, and uncomplicated corporate structure. 8 Although a
few large farm corporations have been formed from time to time,
some of which reportedly have widely dispersed ownership, the incorporation of larger family farm units has captured attention in recent years. As an indication of size of incorporated farm firms, an
Iowa study revealed that "operating" farm corporations9 averaged 846
acres in size while "incorporated landlord" operations 0 averaged 523
acres." These figures suggest that farm corporations in Iowa are substantially larger than the 193 6/10 acre national average reported by
the 1959 Census of Agriculture.'

2

Reasons for Incorporating
4

3
Respondents in studies conducted in Iowa'2 Nebraska,'
Oregon,' 5 and South Dakota 6 were in substantial agreement on the
reasons motivating the parties to form a corporation in each instance.
In general, farm corporations have been formed to acquire limited
shareholder liability, to facilitate the transfer of property between
generations, to make business continuation over time easier to accomplish, and to obtain income tax benefits.

Limited Liability. One reason for incorporating frequently given
by respondents was to capture the usual corporate attribute of limited
8. A study of twenty randomly selected Iowa farm corporations in 1959 revealed
that all of the corporations were closely held in that stock was owned by a small
group and was not available for public purchase. In many cases, stock transfer
restrictions operated to restrain stock transfer to outsiders. See Harl, O'Byrne &
Timmons, A Closer Look at Iowa Farm Corporations, 15 Iowa FARM SCIENCE, No.
2, at 13 (1960). Similar findings were reported in studies in Nebraska, Oregon, and
South Dakota. See HUBBAiR, DoEs THE FARM-RANCH CORPORATION SOLVE OR
CIRCUMVENT PROBLEMS?

(1961); KRANTZ, FARM AND RANCH INCORPORATION IN NE-

BRASKA (1962); Clark & Donohoe, Report on South Dakota Farm Corporations, 1962
(unpublished report on South Dakota Farm Corporations in University of South
Dakota Library).
9. An operating farm corporation is defined as one in which all assets used
in the business- except, in some cases, land- are owned by the corporation that
hires employees to carry on farming activities.
10. An incorporated landlord is defined as a corporation that owns land and
rents it to tenants under a leasehold arrangement.
11. Har, O'Bryne & Timmons, supra note 8, at 14.
12. U.S. BuREAu OF THE CENsus, CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE (1959).
13. Harl, O'Byrne & Timmons, supra note 8, at 15.
14. KRA'rrz, supra note 8.
15. HUBBARD, supra note 8.
16. Clark & Donohoe, supra note 8.
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shareholder liability for tort and contractual obligations of the business. 17 Limited liability restricts each shareholder's liability for corporate acts and transactions to the amount of his agreed investment in
the corporation.' 8 Corporate creditors cannot obtain satisfaction from
the individual shareholders, nor may creditors of the individual
shareholders reach the corporation assets except to the extent of the
debtor-shareholders' stock ownership.
For a farm corporation shareholder who owns no nonexempt assets except stock in the corporation, which is a relatively common
situation, limited liability poses little apparent advantage to the
shareholder. 19 However, the limited liability feature may offer one
potential benefit even to shareholders whose assets are fully subject
to the satisfaction of corporate obligations. An unsatisfied obligation
against a corporate "shell" may be of little concern to the shareholders.
constitutes a valid lien on real property and an action on the judgment may be brought within twenty years.2 ° A judgment against a
corporation can likewise be kept alive, but an unsatisfied judgment
against a corporate "shell' may be of little concern to the shareholders.
A study in Iowa showed that a substantial portion of loans made
farm corporations are accompanied by personal signature of part or all
of the shareholders. Thus, limited liability may be sacrificed with respect to that particular contractual obligation.
The most important effect of limited liability may not be the
monetary saving to shareholders upon the remotely probable occurrence of catastrophic corporate obligations, but the impact upon decision making within the firm. Corporate decision makers may be
less conservative in decision making and operate with longer "planning
horizons" if it is known that a judgment creditor's search for assets
would be confined to the corporate shell.
Business Continuation and Estate Planning. Possibilities for plan17. Elenkrieg v. Siebrecht, 238 N.Y. 254, 144 N.E. 519 (1924) (limited liability
not denied merely because shares of stock held by members of family). Limited
liability is dependent upon compliance with certain fundamental requirements,
some of which may not be met if the farm corporation is operated too informally:
(1) the corporation must be validly organized, Harrill v. Davis, 168 Fed. 187 (8th
Cir. 1909); (2) the parties must comply with corporate formalities such as holding
annual meetings of shareholders, electing directors, and keeping minutes of directors' and shareholders' meetings, Quaid v. Ratkowsky, 183 App. Div. 428, 170 N.Y.
Supp. 812, aff'd, 224 N.Y. 624, 121 N.E. 887 (1918); and (3) adequate financial
resources in the form of equity capital must be provided to the corporation, Dixie
Coal Mining & Mfg. Co. v. Williams, 221 Ala. 331, 128 So. 799 (1930) (corporation
with no assets was fraud and owner personally liable for compensation payments
to family upon death of employee).
18. See I 'NEAL, CLOSE CORPORATIONS: LAW AND PRACTICE §1.10 (1958).
19. See Note, IncorporatingFarm Business, 43 MINN. L. REV. 312 (1958).
20. FLA. STAT. §§55.081, .10, 95.11 (1) (1963).
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ning management and ownership succession to facilitate continuation
of the business over time constitute a second advantage frequently
mentioned by farm incorporators in recent studies.21 A related advantage often articulated by incorporators is the ease of transferring
interests in property by transferring shares of stock to accomplish specific estate planning objectives. 22 Business continuation over time
may be not only an objective of the firm, but also an estate planning
objective of the shareholders. Economic advantages may accrue from
continuing a going business over time as owners and employees and
their capital move into and out of the firm in accordance with their
own personal life cycle. 23 The corporate form does not insure continuation of the business over time, nor attainment of specific shareholder estate planning objectives. However, various attributes of the
corporation may make business continuation more probable and
satisfactory estate planning somewhat easier to accomplish.
Corporations in most states may be organized for a term of years
or perpetually,24 depending upon the period stated in the articles of
incorporation.25 Perpetual corporate life may contribute to a more
certain 6 organizational posture and encourage business continuation
over time, although minority shareholders desiring withdrawal of
capital may be put at a disadvantage thereby.27
21. See authorities cited notes 13-16 supra.
22. Ibid. One study has identified several commonly-held estate planning objectives of farmers including reasonable security of income for the transferors of
property; reasonable security for the junior members of the family firm; equitable
treatment of heirs including those not intimately associated with the farm business;
minimization of estate settlement costs and federal estate, state inheritance, and
state estate taxes; and maintenance of the firm as an efficiently operating unit.
See O'Byrne & Timmons, Planning Farm Property Transfers Within Families in
Iowa, State University of Iowa and Iowa State University Agricultural Extension
Service and Experiment Station Bull. P125, 8 (1959).
23. See Harl, supra note 5, at 938-40. See also subheading The Family Farm
Cycle in this article.
24. FLA. STAT. §608.13 (1) (1963). Corporations are unique in their eligibility
for perpetual organization. Partnerships may be organized to exist for a term, but
not perpetually, and the duration of trusts is limited by the rule against perpetuities. Legal existence of sole proprietorships, of course, is by definition limited
to the life of the sole proprietor.
25. However, some states (Arizona, Georgia, Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts
(real estate corporations), (Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, and Oklahoma) limit
maximum corporate duration to terms ranging from twenty-five to one hundred
years. See 1 AmEmcAN BAR FOUNDATION, MoDnL BUSINESS CoaroRAON Aar ANN.
§4 (a), 2.02.
26. The term of existence of a legal form of organization may affect decision
makers' planning horizons because of (1) the effect on planning if the period of
existence is limited to a known term, and (2) the effect of the resultant uncertainty if the term is not known but can be terminated upon the occurrence of
various contingencies.
27. States limiting corporate existence to a term generally provide for renewal
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The circumstances under which a corporation may be dissolved 28
and the relative difficulty with which this can be accomplished may
affect the uncertainty relevant to decision making action and the
probability of business continuation over time. Partnerships, as the
principal noncorporate form of multimember firm organization, may
be dissolved for a wide variety of reasons 29 and with relative ease. The
corporation, as a more formal method of organization, may be dissolved for fewer reasons and is accompanied by a more formal dissolution procedure.

30

Theoretically, corporate life does not depend upon the lives of
shareholders.31 Upon death of a shareholder, his stock and noncorporate property pass through the probate process to pay cost of estate
settlement and for distribution in accordance with a will or state law
of descent and distribution. 32 Ostensibly, the corporate assets underlying the stock are not affected by shareholder death. If corporate
ownership and management succession are planned, the corporation
continues to function much the same after death of a shareholder as
before, particularly if two or more shareholders held stock in the
corporation and were active in corporate management and decision
making.
Planning ownership succession of the closely-held firm is essentially
a matter of estate planning by individual shareholders. Certain attributes of the corporate form may facilitate intergeneration property
or extension by a vote of the shareholders. See ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §10-151 (1956)
(% votes cast at shareholders' meetings); N.M. STAT. ANN. §51-2-20 (1953) (2/3
votes of each shareholder class).
28. A distinction is drawn between corporate dissolution and liquidation. Dissolution is the technical destruction or death of the corporate shell. Liquidation
implies a winding-up of the business and disposition of the assets. Dissolution may,
but need not necessarily, be followed by liquidation.
29. Partnerships may be dissolved upon demise, withdrawal, retirement, insanity, or other legal disability of a partner. Dissolution may also result from
expulsion of a partner, admission of a new partner, assignment of a partner's interest, bankruptcy, fraud, misconduct, illegality of the business, mutual agreement
of the partners, or expiration of the term specified in the agreement. See 2
BARRETT 8C SEAGO,

PARTNERS

AND PARTNERSHIPS,

LAW AND TAXATION

ch. 8

(1956);

Vanderbur, Farm Partnership: Drafting the Agreement, State University of Iowa
Agricultural Law Center, Monograph No. 3, at 27 (1963).
30. E.g., FLA. STAT. §608.27 (1963) (voluntary); FLA. STAT. §608.28 (1963) (involuntary for deadlock); FLA. STAT. §608.36 (1963) (involuntary for failure to make
report and pay stock tax); FLA. STAT. §608.0107 (1963) (close corporations).
31. Of course, in many corporations including so-called "one-man corporations"
the life of the shareholder or shareholders may, as a practical matter, affect vitally
corporate existence if intergenerational transition is not anticipated or planned.
32. Stock disposition at death may be subject to first option or a binding buysell agreement to which the decedent was a party during life resulting in the
heirs or legatees thus receiving cash or rights to cash in lieu of corporation stock.

https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/flr/vol18/iss2/3
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transfers. These attributes include the opportunity for making unqualified gifts or sales of stock with retention of working control ot
the firm and with indirect control of the gift property, divisibility of
asset ownership into easily transferable shares of stock making possible the concept of farm business transfer rather than specific asset
transfer, the possibility of using corporate stock as an income channeling device for minimizing income tax liability, and the availability
of retirement planning opportunities that may serve to induce inter
vivos divestment of corporate stock.33
Stock transfers by gift or sale during the life of a shareholder result in a partial shift in ownership of the entire corporation to the
recipients of the stock, who become holders of an equity in the business. Thus, continuation of the business after the death or retirement
of the principal shareholder or shareholders is promoted, and such
transfers reduce the amount of stock susceptible to passage through
the probate process after death. Stock transfers to younger members
of the firm during life provide security and the possibility of additional income through dividends. These factors may contribute to
attraction and retention of qualified management personnel whose
employment alternatives offer similar opportunities for ownership
security. If stock is made available by parents to children remaining
on the farm, purchases may be made by such on-farm heirs during
years of high earning capacity. Such purchases may ameliorate the
burden frequently falling upon those heirs of acquiring the balance
of the farm business assets upon death of the parents. Sale of stock
by senior shareholders provides additional income to supplement retirement benefits. Also, purchase of stock by on-farm heirs during
the life and upon the death of senior shareholders may provide cash
for the payment of estate settlement costs and taxes and for distribution to off-farm heirs in lieu of corporate stock.
For an effective inter vivos gift the federal estate tax provisions
require a transfer of both the possessory enjoyment of the gift property and the income it produces. 34 These may be substantial objections to inter vivos giving inasmuch as shareholders' expectations as
to future income needs may generate reluctance to make absolute
gifts of property. Moreover, transferors may be hesitant to make inter
33. Four basic property distribution plans are available to transferors for the
passage of corporate stock. These include inter vivos gifts and sales, testamentary
dispositions by will, testamentary dispositions utilizing the state law of descent and
distribution, and stock redemption or purchase arrangements at death. The choice
of alternative plans and the timepath of property passage are generally functions of
the transferor's specific objectives to be accomplished by the transfer. See note 22
supra.

34. See INT. REv. CoDE or 1954, §2036 (retained life estate), §2037 (transfers
taking effect at death), §2038 (revocable transfers).
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vivos gifts since the recipients are generally free to sell or transfer the
gift property to others. Attempts to overcome these objections to
inter vivos transfers by retaining income interests in or powers over
the property have generally resulted in inclusion of the property in the
estate of the donor for estate tax purposes. 35 This negates the death
tax saving motivation of the plan.
Gifts of corporate stock may be made without loss of control over
the firm. And, to a considerable extent, gift transfers may be made
without loss of current income. For corporations operating under
majority rule and having only one class of stock, up to forty-nine per
cent of the stock may be transferred, leaving the holder of the fiftyone per cent interest in effective control of the corporation because
of control over elections to the board of directors. 36 Thus, the holder
of the majority interest may, through director influence, in effect control the amount and form of dividend and salary distributions as
well as general policy making. Such control over the board of directors could also, as a practical matter, insure continued employment of
the majority shareholder as a corporate employee lessening any fear
of income loss. The dividend income from the transferred stock is
sacrificed; however, dividends have not been an important source of
income in most farm corporations.37
Unless made in contemplation of death, 38 gifts of stock may be
effective for death tax purposes, and yet control over the business and
indirectly over the gift property may be retained. Moreover, restraints on alienation of corporate stock may be imposed, thus limiting retransfer of corporate stock by recipients. Stock transfer may
be restricted by reasonable 39 provisions in the articles of incorporation
requiring shareholder or director consent to transfer 4 0 granting a first
option to the corporation or other shareholders,'4 1 or providing for a
35. Ibid.
36. More than 49% of corporate ownership may be transferred without loss of
control if part or all of the gift stock is nonvoting.

37. See Harl, O'Byrne &Timmons, supra note 8, at 15.
38. INT. RaV. CODE OF 1954, §2035.
39. Absolute restraints on stock transfer are almost universally considered unreasonable and contrary to public policy. See Hayes, Corporation Cake With Partnership Frosting, 40 IOWA L. REv. 157, 162-64 (1954); Annot., 61 A.L.R.2d 1318,
1322 (1958). But see Hornstein, Judicial Tolerance of the Incorporated Partnership, 18 LAW & CONTENIP. PROB. 435, 447 (1953) (absolute restraints for short
periods may be valid).
40. Mason v. Mallard Tel. Co., 213 Iowa 1076, 240 N.W. 671 (1932). In some
jurisdictions, consent restrictions on stock transfer have been held invalid as
contrary to public policy. E.g., Douglas v. Aurora Daily News Co., 160 Ill. App.
506 (1911).
41. See Lawson v. Household Fin. Corp., 17 Del. Ch. 343, 152 Atl. 723 (Sup.
Ct. 1930). But see Victor G. Bloede Co. v. Bloede, 84 Md. 129, 34 Atd. 1127 (1896).
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contractual buy-sell agreement relating to purchase and sale of42 the
stock upon shareholder death, retirement, or other contingency.
In some instances, a gradual shift of management responsibility
and control to younger shareholders may be desired as retirement of
majority shareholders approaches. Inter vivos transfers of voting
stock may facilitate the accomplishment of this objective. Formal
recognition of the right of minority shareholders to participate in
management may be accorded by election to the board of directors
even though corporate control rests ultimately with the majority
shareholders.
Inter vivos stock transfers may have a short-run income tax effect
favorable to the taxpayers and a long-run income tax effect that may
be quite unfavorable. Transfers of stock to younger members of the
family who pay tax at lower income tax rates may result in a lower
over-all income tax bill for the firm and individual members of the
family in the short run. However, a long-term income tax cost may be
incurred if stock passes by inter vivos gift. For transfers by gift, gain
is, of course, not recognized at the time of the gift transaction; the
donee takes the donor's basis for computing gain in a subsequent sale
or exchange. 43 Thus, the potential gain is not "wiped out" at the
death of the donor as would be the case if the donor were to retain
the property until death and pass the property by will or under the
state law of descent and distribution.44 If stock is sold or exchanged
before death of the transferor, gain is recognized for income tax
purposes. Sale of the stock held until death would result in no income tax to the transferor.
Conveniently set stock values and easy transferability of shares
permit full advantage to be taken of the federal gift tax annual exclusion, lifetime exemption, and gift tax marital deduction. 45 Substantial amounts of corporate stock (or other property) may be trans46
ferred free from federal gift tax
Gifts of property to minors have traditionally created substantial
problems since minors are considered incompetent to manage their

42.

See Comment, Tax Aspects of Corporate Buy and Sell Agreements, 57

MicH. L. REv. 578 (1959).
43. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §1015 (a). The basis for computing loss on stock

received by gift is the donor's basis or fair market value of the stock on the date
of the gift, whichever is lower. The basis of stock received by gift may be increased
by the amount of gift tax paid unless that would raise the basis above the fair
market value of the stock at the time of gift. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §1015 (d) (1).
44. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §1014.
45. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, § §2503 (b), 2513 (a), 2521, 2523.
46. About one-fourth of the states impose a gift tax on inter vivos transfers by
gift. 1 P-H INK. & TRANS. TAX SERV. 11234 (1956). Florida does not levy a gift tax.
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own property.47 Moreover, the law in most jurisdictions permits a
minor to disaffirm prior transactions on reaching majority.48 Furthermore, the Uniform Stock Transfer Act does not grant the capacity
to transfer stock 49 to a minor shareholder. Although gifts of property
in trust or through a guardianship avoid the hazards of direct transfer of property to a minor, neither device is well-suited to the usual
situation involving relatively small gifts of property. The costs and
necessary formalities make them generally unsuitable50 The Uniform
Gifts to Minors Act, which has been adopted in Florida, 51 provides
for a simple statutory trust or custodianship allowing the donor's gift
to qualify for the annual gift tax exclusion, 52 avoiding the necessity
of a formal guardianship or trust, and providing a convenient management vehicle for the gift property. The corporation enables the
statutory custodianship to be used in transfer plans involving a farm
firm. Gifts of corporate stock or other corporate securities may be
made under the statutory custodianship authorized by the Uniform
Gifts to Minors Act. By comparison, gifts of interests in realty or gifts
of personalty other than securities and money do not come within
the purview of the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act. 53 Therefore, the
statutory custodianship may not be used for gifts of land, livestock, or
machinery; however, it may be used for gifts of corporate securities
that represent interests in land, livestock, and machinery.
Income Taxation. Although income taxation has been cited by
incorporators as a reason for forming a farm corporation, 54 the corporate form, in many instances, may carry with it income tax disadvantages as well. Inasmuch as the net income tax effect varies from firm
to firm, both the usual advantages and disadvantages of the total tax
impact of incorporation, will be discussed briefly in this section.
Corporate taxable income is computed much the same as the
taxable income of an individual taxpayer. Analogously, a farm corporation is a "farmer" for most purposes, including deductibility of soil
and water conservation expenditures, 55 development expenditures for
47. Hudson's Guardian v. Hudson, 160 Ky. 432, 438, 169 S.W. 891, 893 (1914)
(dictum).
48. IOWA CODE §599.2 (1962).
49. FLA. STAT. §614.04 (1963).
50. See Legislative Note, Gifts of Securities to Minors, 25 FORDHAM L. REV. 390,

391 (1956).
51.

FLA. STAT. ch. 710 (1963).

52. Rev. Rul. 56-86, 1956-1 CuM. BULL. 449, Rev. Rul. 59-357, 1959-2 Cum.
BULL. 212.
53. FLA. STAT. §710.03 (1) (1963).
54. See Haft, O'Byrne & Timmons, A Closer Look at Iowa Farm Corporations,
15 IOWA FARM SCIENcE, No.

55.

INT. REV. CODE OF

2,

at 15 (1960).

1954,

§175.
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natural deposits,56 expenditures for fertilizer and lime,57 expenditures
for clearing land,5 8 and treatment of commodity credit corporation
loans.59 Depreciation of property used in the trade or business and
property held for the production of income is handled similarly for
farm corporations and for individual farmer-taxpayers, 60 with a few
exceptions. The extra twenty per cent depreciation deduction allower the first year on tangible personal property with a useful life
of six years or more is limited to $2,000 for corporate taxpayers, although a married farmer (or partner) filing jointly with his spouse
may claim up to $4,000.61 Conveyance of property to a farm corporation does not permit adjustment of property basis to fair market
value on the death of a shareholder as can be done for property owned
directly by an individual at death. 62 After incorporation, there will
be an adjustment of basis of a deceased shareholder's shares of stock,
but not to underlying assets. Thus, property once fully depreciated
by a corporation cannot be placed on a depredation schedule anew
after death of a shareholder.
Like a farmer, a farm corporation need not withhold income tax
on wages paid to agricultural labor.63 Unlike a farmer, however, a
farm corporation follows corporate rules on filing declarations of
estimated tax and income tax returns.64 After incorporation, employees who were formerly self employed as sole proprietors or partners are not eligible for the special rules on time of filing income tax
returns and on filing declarations of estimated tax; 6 5 farm corporation
employees are subject to the usual rules - quarterly filing and payment of estimated income tax and filing of the income tax return - as
other taxpayers who are not farmers.
Since the advent of Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code
in 1958,60 eligible corporations 67 have had a choice of method of fed56.

INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §616.

57.

INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §180.

58. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §182.
59. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §77.
60. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §167.
61. INT. REV. CODE oF 1954, §179; Treas. Reg. §1.179-2 (1960).
62. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §1014.
63. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §3401 (a) (2). But see Treas. Reg.§31.31 21 (g-l) (e) (3)
(1964) (employees handling, packaging, or processing farm products may not be
agricultural labor if employed by corporation).
64. Declarations of estimated tax need be filed for regularly taxed corporations
only if income tax as reduced by credits can reasonably be expected to exceed
$100,000. Subchapter S corporations need not file a declaration of estimated tax in
any event. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §6016 (a).
65. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §6073 (b); Treas. Reg. §1.6073-1 (b) (1963).
66. INT. Rxv. CODE OF 1954, §§1371-77.
67. To be eligible for Subchapter S election, a farm corporation must be a
small business corporation with ten or fewer shareholders, all shareholders indi-
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eral income taxation. 6s For many farm corporations, Subchapter S
election is advantageous in that the corporation is not a taxpayer and
ordinary income (distributed and undistributed taxable income), longterm capital gains, and operating losses pass to the shareholders to be
reported on their individual income tax returns.6 9 Under the regular
method of taxation, corporate taxable income is taxed at twenty-two
per cent on the first 25,000 and forty-eight per cent on amounts over
$25,000;' 0 and the corporation reports its own capital gains 71 and
losses.72 Corporate capital gains and tax-exempt interest lose their
identities when passed to shareholders as dividends and are taxed to
them as ordinary income. Dividend income is taxed twice, once when
earned by the corporation and again when received by the shareholders except for the $100 dividend exclusion. 7 3 The choice between
reporting income under the regular method or electing Subchapter S
taxation is largely a function of anticipated income levels of the individual shareholders and a comparison of expected individual income
tax rates and applicable corporate rates.
The close relationship of most farm corporations and the households of individual employee-shareholders may raise special income
tax problems. Personal use of a corporate-owned residence by a shareholder may result in taxation of the reasonable rental value as compensation or dividend to the occupant.7 4 However, costs to the corpoviduals or estates, no nonresident alien shareholders, and no more than one class
of stock outstanding; and all shareholders must consent to the election. INT. REV.
CODE OF 1954, §§1371, 1372(a). The election terminates if more than 20% of the
corporation's gross receipts come from rents, royalties, dividends, interest, annuities, and sales or exchanges of stock or securities. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954,
§1372 (e)(5). Income of farm corporations owning and leasing farms to tenants is
not "rental" income if the corporate officers or agents participate to a material
degree in the production of income through physical work, management decisions,
or both. Rev. Rul. 61-112, 1961-1 CUM. BULL. 399.
68. Some states have adopted the Subchapter S concept of corporate income
taxation. E.g., IOWA CODE §422.36 (5) (1962).
69. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §§1373, 1374, 1375 (a).
70. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §11. But see INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §1561 (a)
limiting a group of controlled corporations to one surtax exemption.
71. Long-term capital gains are taxed at a rate of 25% or the applicable rate
for ordinary income if that would be less in a particular situation. INT. REv.
CODE OF 1954, §1201 (a).
72. Excess capital losses cannot be used to offset up to $1,000 of ordinary income as is permissible for unincorporated taxpayers. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §1211.
A corporation may carry excess capital losses forward for five years whereas an unincorporated taxpayer may carry such losses forward indefinitely. INT. REV. CODE
OF 1954, §1212.
73. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §116. For discussion of the implications of this
tax treatment of dividends on public solicitation of equity capital for farm corporations, see subheading Restraints on Equity Capital Compensation in this article.
74. Dean v. Commissioner, 187 F.2d 1019 (3d Cir. 1951) (compensation). But
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ration of maintaining the residence are tax deductible, whereas much
of the cost of maintaining the personal residence is not deductible by
an unincorporated farmer. Distributions to employee-shareholders in
the form of food products such as milk or meat may be taxable to the
recipients as ordinary income. The amount of the distribution is deductible by the corporation if extra compensation was intended, but
deductibility may be denied if the distribution is deemed either payment of personal living expenses or a distribution of earnings and
profits.7 5 Meals and lodging furnished to an employee "for the convenience of the employer" are treated differently, however, and their
6
To
value may be excluded from the gross income of the recipients.
be excluded from income, the meals must be furnished on the business
premises of the employer 77 And for the value of lodging to be excluded, the employee must be required to accept the lodging on the
8
business premises as a condition of employment." It would seem that
persuasive arguments could be made by some farm corporation employees that they axe required to reside on the premises for purposes
of caring for livestock, safeguarding property, and perhaps for other
compelling reasons. Under similar circumstances, the value of lodging provided to the manager of a sugar plantation79 and to an employee-shareholder of an undertaking firm80 was excluded from gross
income.8,
Personal use of corporation-owned automobiles may result in taxable income to the user, with the associated expenses deductible by
the corporation. 2 If vehicles used partly for business and partly for
personal use are owned by individual employees, the employees face
the usual problem of claiming a tax deduction for the business part
of the costs of maintaining the vehicle. In addition to the income tax
implications, the consideration whether personal automobiles should
be conveyed to the corporation upon formation may be influenced by
differences in cost of insurance coverage, differences in extent of in-

see Peacock v. Commissioner, 256 F.2d 160 (5th Cir. 1958) (gift).
75. See Harmony Dairy Co., 29 P-H Tax Ct. Mem. 651 (1960).
76. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §119.
77. Ir. REv. CODE OF 1954, §119 (1).
78. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §119 (2).
79. Greene v. Kanne, 38-1 U.S. Tax Cas. ff9206 (D.C. Hawaii 1938); Renton
v. Kanne, 38-1 U.S. Tax Cas. §9207 (D.C. Hawaii 1938).
80. Harry Schwartz, 32 P-H Tax Ct. Mem. 947 (1963).
81. In a case decided before enactment of INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §119, the
rental value of the corporate-owned farmhouse occupied by the sole shareholder
of the farm corporation was taxable income in the absence of an agreement between him and the corporation. Henry T. Roberts 17 P-H Tax Ct. Mem. 516

(1948).
82. See Rodgers Dairy Co., 14 T.C. 66 (1950), acq., 1950-2 CuM. ButL. 4.
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surance coverage,8 3 and considerations of corporate liability for claims
out of personal use of automobiles.
Employee Status and Retirement Planning. Important consequences flow from the fact that a partner in a partnership or a proprietor
in a sole proprietorship may become an employee upon incorporation
of a farm business.84 The net consequences of the transformation from
self-employed to employee status may mask important aspects that are
both favorable and adverse to the individual concerned in particular
instances.
Incorporation may produce greater social security benefits for employee-shareholders than would have been obtainable as self-employed
farmers. Self-employment income of farmers often fluctuates substantially, frequently falling above or below the maximum reportable
for purposes of social security tax (currently $6,600 per year for
1966). Although annual earnings below $6,600 annually reduce social
security benefits (subject to the five-year dropout),8 5 earnings above
$6,600 per year do not increase benefits. Thus, a fixed annual salary
of $6,600 per year would currently maximize social security benefits
provided such was reasonable compensation.86
The corporation may facilitate retirement planning for farmers
nearing the age of retirement. Inasmuch as social security benefits
are reduced if a beneficiary receives more than $1,500 annually in
wages or self-employment income, 8 7 a self-employed farmer generally
faces the alternative of dissolving and liquidating the farm business
or renting his assets to a tenant under a lease (in which the retiring
farmer does not participate materially) in order to receive maximum
social security benefits to which he is entitled after retirement. If the
retiring farmer is a farm corporation employee, he could be placed on
a part-time employment status at a salary of $1,500 per year from the
corporation without suffering a reduction in benefits, provided that
salary was a reasonably reflection of services rendered. Additional
income could be received from the corporation in the form of interest
or dividends on invested debt or equity capital since neither dividend
distributions nor interest payments constitute self-employment income
83. For example, the applicability of policy clauses covering the owner while
driving other vehicles may be much narrower if the corporation rather than an
individual is the owner.
84. See generally Harl, Selected Aspects of Employee Status in Small Corporations, 13 KAN. L. Rv. 23 (1964).
85. Social Security Act §215, 74 Stat. 960 (1960), 42 U.S.C.A. §415 (1964).
86. For instances of payment of unreasonable compensation after incorporation,
see Flemming v. Lindgren, 275 F.2d 596 (9th Cir. 1960); Stark v. Flemming, 283
F.2d 410 (9th Cir. 1960).
87. Social Security Amendments of 1965, §310, Pub. L. No. 97, 89th Cong., 1st
Sess., 79 Stat. 286 (1965).
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and thus do not reduce social security benefits after retirement and
before age seventy-two.88 Similarly, undistributed taxable income of
Subchapter S corporations does not constitute net earnings from selfemployment and generally does not reduce social security benefits
after retirement.89
The potential social security benefits associated with employee
status are at least partially offset by higher social security taxes. While
farmers as unincorporated businessmen are liable for the self-employment tax on the first $6,600 of net earnings from self-employment9(currently at a rate of six and fifteen-hundredths per cent for 1966) ,1
the corporation and the employee are both charged with paying the
tax after incorporation. At 1966 rates, each pays four and two-tenths
per cent of the first $6,600 of remuneration for a total of eight and
92
four-tenths per cent.
Employees of a farm corporation may be eligible to participate in
various so-called "fringe benefits" established by the corporation, some
of which may be accompanied by substantial tax saving. Group term
life insurance is often considered an "ideal" fringe benefit in that
premium payments are deductible by the corporation and are generally not taxable to the employees even though the employees designate the beneficiaries. 93 Group term life insurance plans are addi88. Social Security Act §211 (a) (2), 64 Stat. 502 (1950), 42 U.S.C. §411 (a) (2)
(1958).
89. Sewell v. Celebrezze, 216 F. Supp. 192 (W.D.SJD. 1963). However, a retirement plan involving a reduced salary to the social security claimant with increased salaries to other members of the family such that total family income remains substantially unchanged may be challenged. IA CCH UNEMPLOYMENT INS.
RP. 1114,109 (N.D. Ga. 1965) (held for claimant); Otteson v. Ribicoff, 210 F.
Supp. 601 (E.D. Ky. 1962) (held for claimant). Similarly, a reduction in salary
for the claimant of social security benefits concomitant with an increase in interest
or rental payments by the employer may be questioned. Kiser v. Celebrezze, lA
CCH, UNEMPLOYMENT INS. REP. f14,091 (D. Colo. 1965). To be sustained, allocations of income for salaries, interest, rent, dividends, and undistributed taxable
income must be reasonable, bona fide, and in accord with economic reality. Compare Rev. Rul. 59-221, 1959-1 Cum. BuLL. 225.
90. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §1402(b)(1)(C), as amended, Revenue Act of
1964, §239, 78 Stat. 128 (1964).
91. INT. Rlv. CODE OF 1954, §1401, as amended, Revenue Act of 1964, §239,
78 Stat. 128 (1964).
92. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §§3101, 3111, as amended, Revenue Act of 1964,
§275, 78 Stat. 42 (1964). Social security taxes paid by a corporation as employer
are deductible as costs of doing business whereas such taxes are not deductible by
self-employed taxpayers or employees. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954. §§164(a), 3502.
The corporation may pay an employee's share of the tax without deducting it from
his salary. In that event, that additional amount is also deductible by the corporation, but taxable compensation to the employee. Mim. 5319, 1942-1 CuM. BuLL.
60; I.T. 3154, 1938-1 CuM. BuLL. 113.
93. Treas. Reg. §1.61-2(d)(2) (1963). However, the cost of group term life
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tionally attractive in that proceeds of policies are excludable from a
beneficiary's taxable income 94 and, if paid to a beneficiary other than
the employee's estate, are not includable in the employee's gross estate
for federal estate tax purposes provided the employee did not possess
the incidents of ownership in the policy. 95 Although Florida, as do
many states, requires that a group life insurance plan cover not less
than ten employees on the date the policy is issued, 96 some insurers
7
have "baby group" plans for fewer than ten employees.
A farm corporation may provide tax deductible health, accident,
and disability benefits to employees, if the payments (direct payments
to employees, reimbursement payments, or premium payments) are
ordinary and necessary business expenses. 98 The extent to which the
benefits are taxed to employees as beneficiaries depends upon the type
and nature of plan adopted. 9
Farm corporations may find it advantageous to establish deferred
compensation plans (pension, profit sharing, stock bonus, shadow
stock, or annuity) providing for payments to employees at or after retirement. Details of the plans vary substantially and are not discussed
here because of space limitations. 100
Disadvantagesof Farm Incorporation
The incorporation of farm businesses is typically accompanied by
disadvantages that offset to varying degrees the expected benefits from
corporate operation. Some of the disadvantages (additional social
security tax cost and less advantageous income tax treatment of firm
income) are discussed in the preceding section; other drawbacks to
incorporation, many of which involve direct or indirect costs, are
covered in the sections following. A substantial number of the disadvantages of incorporation are statutory in nature and are not necessarily inherent in the corporate form itself. Inasmuch as the disadvantages of farm incorporation are identified and measured relative
to the expected experiences of unincorporated farmers, a critical review of the corporate form reveals disadvantageous consequences of
costs that are unique only to farm corporations. As I have elsewhere
observed: "[I]deally, the choice of form of business organization
insurance is taxable to an employee to the extent it exceeds the cost of $50,000 of
group term life insurance plus any amount paid by the employee toward the cost
of the insurance. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §79.
94. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, §101 (a) (1).
95. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §2042.
96. FLA. STAT. §627.0401 (3) (1963).
97. See Harl, supra note 84, at 32-33.
98. Treas. Reg. §1.102-10(a) (1958).
99. See Harl, supra note 84, at 28-30.
100. Id. at 33-50.
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should be made on the merits of the alternative forms. Additional
costs imposed in connection with a particular organization should be
only those necessary for administering regulations reflecting the promulgation of the public interest. Costs not so associated with furthering the public interest and not rationally reflective of a public policy
overtly to discourage a particular alternative form of organization are
difficult to justify and their continued imposition should be appraised
carefully." 10'
Bankruptcy. Federal bankruptcy law provides that individual
farmers (and farm partnerships) may file petitions in bankruptcy as
voluntary bankrupts, 1° 2 but cannot be placed in bankruptcy involuntarily by their creditors. 03 Seemingly this is due to recognition of the
uncertainty of the farmers' income caused by price and yield fluctuations of agricultural products. Although afforded the right to be a
voluntary bankrupt, a farm corporation may be subjected to involuntary bankruptcy' 0 4 if it owes at least $1,000 of debts and commits
one or more of the six acts of bankruptcy within four months of
the time the petition was filed. 0 5
In a few instances the "bankruptcy effect" of farm incorporation
may influence the decision to incorporate, particularly during periods
of low income and economic adversity, the principal impact may be
to increase uncertainty and shorten planning horizons of corporate
decision makers compared with those of unincorporated farmers.
Exemptions From Execution. Although state statutory provisions
exempting certain property from execution by creditors are not intended to affect firms differentially by form of organization this may
result. Exemptions vary somewhat from state to state, with Middle
Western and Western States generally providing the most generous
allowances to debtors.106 Exemption statutes of predominantly rural
states typically reflect a policy of protecting farmers as debtors from
deprivation at the hands of creditors -7 Florida exempts a homestead
101.

Hart, Public Policy Aspects of Farm Incorporation, 20 Bus. LAw. 933

(1965).
102. See Bankruptcy Act §4(a), S0 Stat. 547 (1898), as amended, 52 Stat. 845
(1938), 11 U.S.C. §22 (1964) [hereinafter referred to as Bankruptcy Act, unless
otherwise indicated].
103. Bankruptcy Act §4 (b).
104. See In re Lake Jackson Sugar Co., 129 Fed. 640 (S.D. Tex. 1904).
105. Bankruptcy Act §§3,4(b).
106. Texas, for example, exempts up to 200 acres of land as a homestead.
TEx. CoNsr. art. XVI, §§50-51. California exempts to any head of a family a homestead not to exceed $15,000 in value and to any other person not to exceed $7,500
in value, over and above liens and encumbrances.

CAL.

CIV.

CODE

§1260. Some

eastern states, such as Maryland, permit no homestead exemption.
107. See Annot., 107 A.L.R. 614 (1937).
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of up to 160 acres with $1,000 of personal property and improvements
on the exempt real property.0 s
In most cases, the protection of exemption statutes extends only
to a natural person or "the head of a family"'10 9 and not to corporations. Therefore, a debtor loses the privilege of holding exempt property free from creditors upon conveyance of the property to a corporation. Stock issued by the corporation in exchange for the exempt
property is not, of course, exempt from execution in the hands of
shareholders.
Again, as with bankruptcy, the effect of the differential impact of
the exemption statutes may be to increase decision-making uncertainty,
shorten planning horizons, and induce more conservative decision making compared with decision makers of firms eligible to take advantage
of the protection afforded by the statutes.
Initial Cost and Maintenance Costs of the Corporate Form. Probably the major disadvantage of incorporating a farm business is the
additional costs associated with forming the corporation and the additional periodic expenditures incurred in maintaining the corporation.
The filing fee in Florida, based upon authorized capital stock, may
0
In
constitute a substantial expenditure for farm corporations."
several states, the articles of incorporation must be filed in a county
office with the cost of recording borne by the corporation."' Newspaper publication costs, if publication is required," 2 vary with the
newspaper and with length and frequency of the notice.
Both a federal (until January 1, 1966) and a state stamp tax are
13
The fedimposed upon the original issuance of stock in Florida.
eral tax of ten cents per $100 of actual value of both par and no par
shares" 4 and the state stamp tax of fifteen cents per $100 of face or
actual value together constitute a substantial expenditure for incorporating farmers. Additionally both a federal and a state tax are imposed upon transfers of real property to a farm corporation."' Since
108. FLA. CONsT. art. X, §1.
109. Ibid.
110. FLA. STAT. §608.05(4) (1963) (S2 for each $1,000 of par value of capital
stock up to and including $125,000, 50 cents per $1,000 of par value of capital
stock in excess of $125,000 and not in excess of $1 million, 25 cents per $1,000 of

par value of capital stock in excess of $1 million and not in excess of $2 million,
and 10 cents per $1,000 of par value of capital stock in excess of $2 million.
Ill. Ky. Acts of G.A. 1964, ch. 149, §1 ($3 for recording articles in county
clerk's office).

CODE §496A.52 (1962).
1954, §4301; Fla. Laws 1963, ch. 63-533, §3.
114. Pub. L. 89-44, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965) repeals the federal stock issuance

112. E.g.,
113.

IOWA

INT. REV. CODE OF

tax effective January 1, 1966.

115. INT.

REV. CODE oF

1954, §4361; Fla. Laws 1963, ch. 63-533, §1. The federal
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real property constitutes a substantial part of assets of the average
farm firm116 the federal tax of fifty-five cents for each $500 of consideration or net value of the property1 7 and the state tax of thirty
cents per $100 of value may constitute a major expenditure upon incorporation.
Fees for legal services rendered by the corporation's attorney vary
with the complexity of the incorporation process and the number of
corporate "extras" desired by the incorporators. Published bar association minimum fee schedules for the incorporation process range
from about $100 to $300, although the actual fees charged may run
considerably higher."" Nearly all expenses of incorporation, except
federal stamp taxes and expenses of stock issuance, may be deducted
for federal income purposes over a period of five years or longer." 9
Except for Nevada and South Dakota, every state imposes some
type of annual fee or tax upon domestic corporations. 20 Florida imposes a graduated capital stock tax that ranges from $20 for capital
stock of $10,000 or less up to $2,000 for capital stock of more than
$2 million.' 2' Florida does not impose a state corporation income
tax.

1 22

Property Taxation. In most states, real and personal property
owned by a farm corporation is subject to tax in much the same manner as if owned by individuals. However, certain exemptions available to individual property owners may not be available to farm
corporations. In Florida, the homestead tax exemption available to
a "person" residing in a "permanent home" is apparently not available to farm corporations. 23
To avoid double taxation of corporate property (once to the corporation directly and again to the shareholders by taxing corporate
documentary stamp tax on real property transactions is repealed by Pub. L. 89-44,
89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965) effective January 1, 1968.
116. In 1964, the value of farm realty totaled $150 8/10 billion or approximately $43,400 per farm on the average. The value of tangible and intangible
farm personalty totaled $72%4 billion or about $20,867 per farm. U.S. DEP'T OF
(1964).
Net value is gross value less mortgages. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §4361.
Note, Considerations When Incorporating the Family Farm, 39 N.B. L.

AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 439

117.
118.

REv. 547, 554 n.41 (1960) (Nebraska: $200 for articles, notices, and minutes of
organization meeting).
119. INT. Ray. CODE OF 1954, §248.
120. 2 AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION, MODEL BUSINESS CORPORATION ACT ANN. §127,

12.02 (6)(e).
121. FLA. STAT. §608.33 (1963). The term "capital stock" refers to the invested
capital represented by shares of stock outstanding.
122. FLA. CONsT. art. IX, §11.
123. FLA. CONST. art. X, §7; FLA. STAT. §192.12 (1963). In Florida, homestead
up to 160 acres in size or up to $5,000 in assessed valuation is exempt except for
special rule for Sarasota County. Cf. 1947 FLA. ATT'Y GEN. BIENNIAL RaP. 196.
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stock), Florida law exempts corporate stock from taxation if tax is
124
paid on the corporation's property.
Sources of Debt Capital. Although much of the debt capital used
in farm businesses comes from banks, insurance companies, other private lenders, and government credit agencies, the introduction of the
corporation as a business organizational device permits contributors of
equity capital to be creditors as well. A shareholder may properly
lend funds to his corporation and take a mortgage or pledge of corporate property as security.25 The fiduciary duty of shareholders imposes few restraints on shareholder lending unless actions of the controlling shareholders are detrimental to the minority.126
Several types of loans made available to farmers from Government
sponsored credit agencies are limited or denied to farm corporations.
Federal Land Bank loans 12 7 may be made to a corporation if more than
half of its income is derived from farming and if a substantial portion
of the corporate stock is owned by individuals engaged in operation of
the farm to be mortgaged. 28 In addition, one or more individuals
owning a substantial portion of the corporate stock must assume
personal liability for the loan, thus sacrificing limited liability for
1 29
that particular obligation.
Production Credit Association loans-o are available to farm corporations engaged in actual farming operations or livestock production
provided that seventy-five per cent of the stock is owned by individuals
actually engaged in farming or livestock operations of the corporation,
or that the major portion of corporate assets consists of property
actually devoted to farming or livestock production and at least half
of the gross income is derived from these operations.' 3' Holders of a
majority of the shares (or a principal shareholder with the consent
124. FLA.

STAT. §193.08 (1963).
125. Goldstein v. Wolfson, 132 F.2d 624 (2d Cir. 1943); Annot., 31 A.L.R.2d
663 (1953).
126. See Note, Fiduciary Duties of Majority or Controlling Stockholders, 44
IOWA L. Rav. 734 (1959).
127. Federal Land Bank loans may be made for general agricultural purposes
and for meeting other requirements of the landowner. The loans, which must be
secured by a first mortgage on farm land, cannot exceed 65% of the normal value
of the mortgaged property and may be made only to persons engaged in farming
operations. 59 Stat. 267 (1945), as amended, 69 Stat. 664 (1955), 12 U.S.C. §771
(1964).
128. 75 Stat. 758 (1961), 12 U.S.C. §771 (1964); 6 C.F.R. §10.3 (1965).
129. Ibid.
130. Production Credit Associations provide short and intermediate-term
credit to farmers on a cooperative basis for general agricultural purposes and other
requirements of the borrowers. Farm Credit Act of 1933, 48 Stat. 259, as amended,
12 U.S.C. §§1131 (d), (i) (1964); 6 C.F.R. §50.101 (1965).
131. 6 C.F.R. §50.102 (1965).
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of the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank) must personally guarantee
13 2
the indebtedness.
Neither Farmers Home Administration real estate loans 133 nor
FHA operating loans 34 are available to farm corporations. 135 However, corporations engaged primarily in farming are eligible for
emergency loans in areas designated by the Secretary of Agriculture3 6
37
and may participate in the emergency feed program.1
Small Business Administration financing is unavailable to most
farm corporations unless the corporation engages in a nonfarm business activity accounting for more than fifty per cent of the corpora133
tion's income.
IMPLICATIONS OF INCORPORATION FOR FARM FINANCING

Traditionally, each generation of farmers has supplied its own
equity capital"39 for use in the business, supplemented by debt capital
obtained from external sources. Even land rented to farm firms by
nonfarmers on a variable rent basis with payment of rent in kind cannot be characterized as full, risk-bearing equity capital inasmuch as
landlords are generally granted legal priority in sharing in firm output.140 Direct investment of equity capital in farm firms from sources
132.
133.
sufficient
improve

6 C.F.R. §50.103 (1965).
FHA real estate loans may be made to enable borrowers unable to obtain
credit elsewhere at reasonable rates and terms to acquire, enlarge, or
not larger than family-size farms. 75 Stat. 307 (1961), 7 U.S.C. §§1922,

1923 (1964).
134. FHA operating loans to borrowers unable to obtain sufficient credit elsewhere at reasonable rates and terms may be used for the purchase of livestock,
poultry, farm equipment, feed, seed, fertilizer, supplies, and other farm needs; for
costs of reorganizing the farm business; for financing land and water development,
use, and conservation; and for other specified purposes. 75 Stat. 310 (1961), 7
U.S.C. §§1941, 1942 (1964).
135. 6 C.F.R. § §322.7(h) (1), 331.3 (c) (1965).
136. 75 Stat. 311 (1961), 7 U.S.C. §1961 (b) (1964).
137. 75 Stat. 293 (1961), 7 U.S.C. §1427 (1964). For purposes of eligibility for
assistance, if the corporation is 75% or more owned by an individual and those
related to him by blood or marriage the county committee treats the applicant as
comprised of the applying corporation and the related shareholders. 7 C.F.R.
§1475.203 (i) (1965).
138. Letter From Einar Johnson, Deputy Regional Director, SBA, to the
author, March 6, 1962. SBA disaster loans are available to farmers and stockmen
only if no other federal lending agency is authorized to provide assistance under
the circumstances. 13 C.F.R. §123.7-2 (d) (1963).
139. Equity capital constitutes the risk-bearing fund of a firm. Owners of
equity capital have less certainty of income, less certainty of return of original
capital upon liquidation, and greater opportunity to participate in growth of the
firm than creditors as contributors of debt capital.
140. See IowA CoDE §570.1 (1962) (statutory landlord's lien on all crops and
tenant's nonexempt personal property).
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without the agricultural sector has not become widespread and is not
comparable to direct equity investment in firms in other industries.
This may be due to relative return on investment, relative uncertainty
as to income or assets upon firm liquidation, or because convenient
and satisfactory means have not been generally available for channeling nonfarm equity capital to farm firms.
Utilization of nonfarm equity capital might have a beneficent effect
upon farm firms. A portion of the uncertainty of agriculture, which
is borne largely by the contributors of equity capital, would be shifted
to the nonfarm sector with an appropriate shift in decision making as
uncertainty is born by a group larger than the decision makers. Moreover, the substitution of a variable payment scheme (dividends) for
a fixed payment burden (such as interest) on the corporation for
capital obtained from outside investors should entail a lesser modification of optimum production plans because of expectations concerning weather, price, or other uncertainty. With part of the offfarm capital bearing the characteristics of risk-bearing equity rather
than debt capital, little or no payment need be made to shareholders
during periods of economic adversity. Debt capital, on the other
hand, represents a cost of production that must be met regardless of
production or price fluctuations.
Reliance upon the entrepreneur or entrepreneurial group for
equity capital necessarily raises problems of equity capital retention in
the firm as individuals move into and out of the firm in accordance
with their personal life cycles. One result of heavy dependence upon
the entrepreneur for equity capital has been a "family farm cycle"
for the firm that parallels the life cycle of the individual sole proprietor. Reliance upon the entrepreneur for equity capital also tends
to limit the future growth of firms.141 Less reliance upon the farm
family for equity capital could have substantial economic effects.
The Family Farm Cycle
With agriculture dominated by sole proprietorships and with the
close association between the farm firm and the farm family house141. Debt capital is conventionally extended to firms on the basis of a percentage of the borrower's equity. Thus, a change in the amount of a firm's equity
capital may change the total potential capital input to the firm by a factor greater
than one. The nature of the corporate structure and the ease of legal transfer of
corporate stock permits capital accumulation by merger, asset acquisition, and
consolidation of farm businesses. The corporate form has been considered impor-

tant by some economists as affecting the rate and process of growth of fins. See
PENROSE, THE THEORY OF THE GROWTH OF THE FIRM 153 (1959). The absorption
of other firms is possible under forms of organization other than the corporation,
but the process is usually less convenient.
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hold, farm businesses generally are "born" and "die" with or within
each generation. Over time, discontinuities in management and
ownership of assets occur in the transition from generation to generation. If family linkage in firm ownership continues from one generation to the next, a portion of the equity capital from a farm business
may be channeled to successive owners by testamentary succession,
gift, or bargain-purchase transactions. However, substantial amounts
of equity capital are removed from farm firms (and may flow out of
the agricultural sector) with each generation, because of relatively
high rates of out-migration of farm-reared people.1 42 Newly established farm firms in each generation have generally borne the responsibility of providing their own equity capital. Typically, some
additional equity capital is received by the sole proprietor by inheritance from the parent's estates about midway through the life cycle of
the farm firm.
Economists have observed that the close linkage of firm and household produces the family firm cycle. 1 43 The cycle is created by differences in the manner that land, labor, capital, and management are
combined for production purposes over the life of the farm business,
with consequent implications for efficiency of the farm firm in terms
of cost per unit of output. Research studies have shown that gross
income per farm and value of assets managed, as two indicators of
economic activity of the firm, increase as the farm operator advances
in age to about forty-five to fifty years where the economic activity of
the firm reaches a peak.144 After about age fifty, the indicators of
economic activity reflect a sharp drop until retirement or death of
the farm operator. 45 This cyclic nature of the firm's economic activity
may be explained by focusing on the family's financial, labor, and
management cycle and on the close linkage of firm and household.
Beginning farmers are often characterized by severe restraints on
the availability of capital. When equity capital is in short supply,
restraints are placed on debt capital acquisition with the result that
capital productivity is high-additional amounts of capital would
142. In May 1958, there were 25 8/10 million native born persons 18 years
of age and over who had been born on farms; however, only 9% million of the
farm-born group still lived on farms. Beals, Hudson & Banks, Characteristicsof the
U.S. Population by Farm and Nonfarm Origin, U.S. DFm'T OF AGRicuLTuRE, AcGmCULTURAL

ECONoMIc REP. No. 66, at 1-3 (1964). In May 1958, 21h% of the farm

population was comprised of people who were not farm born. Ibid.
143. See generally Heady, Back &Peterson, Interdependence Between the Farm
Business and the Farm Household With Implications on Economic Efficiency,

Iowa State University Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bull. 898, at

384-428 (1953).
144. See Heady, Back & Peterson, supra note 143, at 403, 411.
145. Ibid.
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bring a relatively high return. At the same time, the amount of labor
available may be sufficient for a larger scale of operation than capital
will permit. Therefore, labor productivity may be relatively low. As
the firm and household move toward the midpoint of the family
cycle, equity capital generally increases through capital accumulation
that, with additional debt capital made available, operates to lessen
the capital deficiency. Also, additional labor is often provided through
part-time services of members of the family. The firm may reach a
peak in economic efficiency near the cycle's midpoint, which usually
occurs between forty to fifty years of age for the sole proprietor. The
final stage of the cycle, reflecting a general decline in economic activity
for the firm, is generally marked by a decrease in family-supplied labor
as the sole proprietor personally supplies less and less labor with advancing age and as part or all of the children as suppliers of parttime labor services migrate from the farm. Also, in the final stage
of the cycle, older farmers face substantial uncertainties about the
future and are understandably reluctant to make long-term investments or investments involving substantial risk and uncertainty since
they may not have an opportunity to reap the full benefits of investments made late in life. In effect, the sole proprietor becomes increasingly conservative in his decision making at a time when availability of equity capital is probably at the highest point in the cycle.
Additionally, production often declines as a result of the use of reduced quantities of resources used and, in some instances, to a less
efficient combination of resources as the sole proprietor tends to invest
in enterprises requiring less labor, less active management, and surrounded by less risk and uncertainty. With additional labor and
management inputs, the firm might maintain or surpass the peak
efficiency of mid-cycle.
One solution to the inefficiencies accompanying the life cycle of
resource availability and productivity would be to effect a merger
of the first and last stages of the cycle, or to eliminate or minimize
their effects. 146 The cycle may be "damped out" or the stages merged
by planning for ownership and management succession such that the
life cycles of each generation of owners and managers overlap. In
this way, a planned and orderly transfer of the farm business as an
economic entity takes place over time as owners and managers and
their capital move into and out of the farm business in keeping with
their own personal life cycle. The corporate form is being looked
upon with increasing favor by farm people as a convenient means to
accomplish objectives of estate planning and business continuation
14
that serves to atteunate the family firm cycle. 7
146.

See HEADY, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND RESOURCE USE 433 (1952).

147. See discussion in §1 (A)(2) supra.
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The family firm cycle may also be reduced in amplitude by separating the firm and the household as has occurred in many nonfarm
industries. If a substantial proportion of the equity capital is widely
held by investors pursuing off-farm vocations, and if the equity capital
rights are marketable and freely transferable, the personal life cycles
of the owners of the firm should have less impact upon the firm than
would be thd case in a typical farm sole proprietorship. The corporate
framework, with its flexible capital structure, inherent separation of
ownership and management, and limitation on investor liability provides a legal structure theoretically suitable for accomplishing greater
off-farm equity investment. Although it is difficult to predict the extent to which the corporate form will be so utilized in the future,
consideration is given to selected aspects of the matter in the sections
following.
Likelihood of Off-farm Equity Ownership
Available evidence, based upon studies of existing farm corporadons, indicates that relatively little corporate stock is owned by nonfarmers, and that most of the stock held by individuals living off the
farm passed to them by inter vivos gift or inheritance. 148 Investment
of equity capital in farm corporations by nonfarmers has not been
widespread in the past. Agricultural firms have not been integrated
into or had access to the vast equity capital markets utilized by other
industries. Several reasons, both theoretical and practical, help to explain the historic nonintegration of agricultural and nonagricultural
equity capital markets.
Restraints on Equity Capital Compensation. As the form of immediate and direct compensation for equity capital contributions to
the farm firm, dividends occupy a role in compensating resource inputs similar to that of salaries as compensation for labor inputs, interest for debt capital inputs, or rent for land leased to the corporation. In economic theory, each input to the firm should be compensated according to the contribution of that particular input to income
of the firm. If an input is undercompensated, the owner of the input
is encouraged to withdraw the input for employment elsewhere.
An important difference between dividends as equity capital compensation and salaries, interest or rent, is that dividend payments at
rates less than optimal according to economic theory are apparently
not unusual.149 Input compensation in the form of salaries, interest,
148. Hart, O'Byrne 8: Timmons, A Closer Look at Iowa Farm Corporations, 15
IOWA FAma SCENcE, No. 2, at 13-14 (1960).

149. Id. at 15 (only one of twenty randomly selected Iowa farm corporations
had a history of dividend declaration).
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or rent is deductible for income tax purposes, but input compensation to equity capital as dividends is not deductible. Thus, dividend
amounts are taxed twice before they are in spendable form by the
recipients. Consequently, the board of directors of regularly taxed
corporations is encouraged to pay out corporate earnings in tax
deductible form, particularly if the recipients of salaries, interest, or
rent are also corporate shareholders. However, this state of affairs is
not likely to contribute to investor interest by nonfarmers who are
not also employees, creditors, or landlords of the corporation.150
It is arguable that low or zero dividend declaration levels are
less serious economically than low interest, salary, or rent payments
and merely indicate that earnings imputed to equity capital as current compensation are being retained by the corporation for investment or expansion, and that amounts of earnings not declared and
paid as dividends increase stock value. Thus, equity capital investors
would receive mediate compensation in the form of appreciation in
stock value (taxable as long-term capital gains if stock is held more
than six months) 151 rather than immediate compensation in the form
1 52
of dividends, which are taxed as ordinary income to the investor.
In support of this argument, it is notable that, to the extent that
salary, interest, or rent payments are less than the contribution of the
respective inputs to firm income, the resultant increment of unpaid
compensation is automatically imputed to equity capital (as a residual
claimant in the corporate framework) and inures to the benefit of
shareholders. Neither employees, creditors, nor landlords are necessarily benefited in futuro by accepting salaries, interest, or rent at rates
less than economic theory would indicate as optimal as are shareholders with respect to dividend declarations.
The matter of immediate compensation to capital in the form of
dividends or mediate compensation in the form of stock value appreciation has important economic implications. As shareholder compensation in the form of stock value appreciation may be realized by the
shareholders at a future time, the compensation is subject to "discounting" since one dollar paid in the future is worth less than one
dollar paid currently. The amount of the discount or the discount rate
may be substantial, particularly in small closely-held farm corporations, inasmuch as the precise date of payment or realization of compensation is generally accompanied by considerable uncertainty. In
a corporation in which stock is publicly traded, shareholder compensation in the form of appreciation in stock value due to retention of
150. Of course, in Subchapter S corporations compensation paid to labor, debt,
capital, land, and equity capital is placed on a comparable basis from the standpoint of income tax incentive in the form of tax deductibility of payments.
151. INT. REv. CODE OF 1954, §1222 (3).

152.

INT. REV. CODE OF

1954, §61 (a) (7).
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corporate earnings may be realized at any time by sale of the stock.
However, stock in closely-held corporations is generally not publicly
traded, restraints may be placed on alienation of the stock, and only
minority stock interests with few management rights are usually made
available for purchase. These factors militate strongly against sale
of stock by a shareholder seeking to realize previous compensation
amounts imputed to corporate stock. Sale of stock may be possible,
but often at a price less than fair market value of the stock as determined by the value of underlying assets. As an alternative to sale,
shareholders generally must await dissolution of the corporation and
liquidation of its assets before previously imputed capital compensation could be realized. It would appear that the mediacy or immediacy of reciept of equity capital compensation would be of particular
importance to prospective investors in a closely-held farm corporation,
as well as to nonfarm heirs who receive corporate stock as part of all
of their testate or intestate shares of a decedent shareholder's estate.
Farm Corporation Stock as an Investment Alternative. If the
sources of supply of equity capital for farm firms are to be integrated
with the vast nonfarm equity capital markets, equity investments in
agricultural firms must be comparable to alternative investment opportunities open to investors. With attractiveness of an investment
determined largely by amount, security, and growth prospects for
income; security of capital and prospects for capital appreciation;
marketability of the investment; and control over firm decision making, investments in farm corporation stock by nonfarm investors might
be limited due to factors unique to the agricultural industry. As the
agricultural industry is continuously undergoing economic adjustment
with new technology encouraging the substitution of capital for labor,
the returns to resources that are in excessive supply are relatively low.
Labor has been a notable example of this excess. With agriculture
organized as sole proprietorships, farmers have purportedly remained
in farming as returns to labor have fallen, apparently because of the
opportunity to divert returns earned by other resources to family living. If farm corporations were organized with stock ownership widely
held by off-farm investors, it would appear that the corporation would
have to compete to a considerable degree with nonfarm employment
opportunities in obtaining the labor and management input. Therefore, a substantial question exists whether sufficient income would remain to be imputed to equity capital to make equity capital investments a desirable investment alternative.153
Research on returns to scale and farm size indicates that most of
the advantages of large scale farming under Corn Belt conditions have
153.

See Brewster, Relevance of the Jeffersonian Dream Today, in LAND USE
129 (Ottoson ed. 1963).

POLICY AND PROBLEMS IN THE UNITED STATES 86,
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been obtained at a level of 320 to 350 crop acres with lowest costs per
unit of output attained at approximately 680 crop acres.1 5 4 It appears
likely that larger scale farms under present technology, hold relatively
little advantage if any in cost per unit of output under Corn Belt conditions. 5 5 Under other farming conditions, technology may favor or
disfavor larger scale farming enterprises under the corporate form of
organization.
With the domestic demand for agricultural products increasing at
about the same rate as population increases, and with demand little
affected by increases in per capita income,156 agriculture is limited in

15 7
the extent to which it can become a "growth" industry.
From the standpoint of enhancing the desirability of equity investments in farm firms by granting voting rights to nonfarm investors, it
is probably reasonable to assume that in many instances the owneremployees of closely-held farm firms would resist the exercise of
management and voting rights by nonfarm investors and would oppose
participation in corporate management through membership on the
board of directors. In many instances, the insiders of closely-held
firms might be willing to make available for purchase only minority
stock intersts with inherent limitations on management and control
by minority shareholders. 5 If ownership in farm corporations were
to become widely dispersed, with a disintegration of majority or minority voting blocs, the problems of control would likely change and
be more in accord with control aspects of large nonfarm corporations.

Cost of Equity Capital Solicitation. If outside equity capital were
solicited even for farm firms of substantially greater size than at present, private placement of securities would be a virtual necessity because of the relatively small amounts of capital that could be utilized
by each firm. Size of business is an important limiting factor in formal
solicitation of outside capital. 150 As a general rule of thumb, if the
growth potential of the business is not such that about $300,000 or
more of stock could be sold, the business is not in a position to seek
154. See Heady & Krenz, Farm Size and Cost Relationships in Relation to
Recent Machine Technology, Iowa State University Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station, Research Bull. No. 504, at 452 (1962).
155. Id. at 452 (indicating that per unit costs increase rapidly at farm sizes

above 800 crop acres).
156.

See ScHULTZ, THE ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF AGRICULTURE chs. 3-5 (1953).

157. This does not rule out substantial increases in demand for some agricultural products, particularly those whose demand is affected significantly by in-

creases in per capita income.
158. See generally O'NEAL & DERWIN, EXPULSION OR OPPRESSION OF BUSINESS
AssociATES: "SQUEEZE-OUTS" IN SMALL ENTERPRISES (1961).
159. See Weaver, Equity Financing for the Small Firm, Harv. Bus. Rev.,
Mar.-April 1956, p. 99.
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capital through widespread solicitation from the large capital markets
because the cost for small public offerings is quite high. 60 The Securities and Exchange Commission in tabulating costs of flotation has
found the expenses for small issues are relatively large because of high
fixed costs. For example, the SEC has reported that more than twenty
per cent of public common stock issues running less than $1 million
are used for expenses of issuance, including the cost of registering and
filing with the SEC, compensation to underwriters and securities salesmen, and other fees. Costs for larger flotations are relatively less. 16 '
In summary, it would seem that use of greater amounts of outside
equity capital may be advantageous to farm firms, but widespread use
of such capital awaits (1) generation of more competitive investment
alternatives in agriculture relative to other investment possibilities,
and (2) development of capital-seeking units capable of using larger
amounts of equity capital.
CONCLUSION

The agricultural industry with about forty per cent of the business
firms in the United States has less than three per cent of the corporations.162 Agriculture has long remained a sector of many relatively
small firms, organized typically as sole proprietorships. However, vast
changes are occurring in agriculture that call into question the sufficiency of traditional forms of business organization. Farms have increased rapidly in size and in capitalization in recent years as technology has encouraged the substitution of capital for labor and enabled
163
farmers to manage ever-increasing amounts of capital.
The advantages of incorporation have prompted an increasing
number of farmers to operate their firms as corporations. Undoubtedly the disadvantages, many of which are statutory, act as a restraint
on farm incorporation, particularly in instances in which the advantages are only marginally beneficial. As farms continue to increase in
size and in capitalization, the trend toward incorporation will likely
continue. The rate of incorporation will depend to some extent upon
continuation of the statutory disadvantages of corporate formation
and operation.
160. Ibid.
161. SEC, COST OF FLOTATION OF CORPORATE SECURITIES 1951-1955, at 37 (1957).
162. Harl, Public Policy Aspects of Farm Incorporation, 30 Bus. LAw. 933 n.1

(1965).
163. The national average investment per farm worker increased from $3,413
in 1940 to $21,303 in 1960, figured at 1960 prices. During the same period, the
value of production assets per farm increased nationally from $6,094 to $34,648.
Garlock, Scofield, Stocker, Hansing & Dallavalle, The Balance Sheet of Agriculture,
U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURE INFORMATION BULL. No. 232, at 19 (1960).
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It appears likely that for some time to come farm corporations will
continue to be relatively small and closely-held with stock ownership
confined largely to the farm family. As the small closely-held corporations continue to increase in size, ownership may become more
widespread first, through passage of stock to related nonfarmers by
inter vivos gift, or at death, and perhaps eventually through purchase
by nonfarm investors.
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